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LIVE CATTLE
February 2019 Contract – LCG19
Contract: February 2019
Exchange: GLOBEX
Symbol: LCG19
Expiration Date: 28/02/2019
Notice Date: 04/02/2019
Multiplier: 400
This is the first update for the 2019 Live Cattle Bulletin. In the 2019 Bulletin, we
said:
The PFS suggests an up push until April. I confirm the change in trend of April,
which should be a High. In January-February, it is possible we do not see immediately
Live Cattle pushing higher; in this case, if we see lower levels in February, or even in
March, this movement should be a strong buy opportunity. In any case, we should see
an up push until April then, and from that High, Live Cattle should push lower, as the
PFS suggests.
• How do we handle this doubt? In January, we wait for a breakout above an
important level, if it happens, we follow the uptrend above it, until April; if Live
Cattle remains under the important level, we wait for February/March to open
LONG positions at lower levels. The important levels will be provided through
the Updates.
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We have to look at the chart of Live Cattle and see how we can follow our
strategy:

It is evident that Live Cattle is now testing the resistance of October 2018,
becoming now a support. If we see a movement under this area (123.300), we
better close the LONG positions and wait for lower levels. Now, I have a stoploss order at 122.875 with the actual strategy. If filled, I will probably wait for
lower levels during the next days (stop-loss filled right when I am writing, I
had a loss of less than 1 point per contract, something acceptable).
The short-term forecast is now suggesting an intermediate Low around
January 7-11 (January 10-11 is my favorite). The next BUY will use a larger
stop-loss under 120. If we see a continuation of the down push to January 1821, it should be another possible buy opportunity for higher levels.
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We need to wait with patience. Live Cattle is not an easy Market, above all
because of its usual choppy pattern. Even in our Daily Report Strategy, we
changed the approach, trading with larger stop-loss orders instead of using
intraday stops. Considering the last movement under 123.300, I would wait for
next week before to plan the next buy, hoping to see lower levels where to
open LONG positions. The stop should be placed under 120.000, which is, at
the moment, the most reliable support. At this level, we should create a
strategy where we are always LONG above it and FLAT under it.
Alternatively, we can wait for a movement above area 123.300 again, and use
this area as a Key Price, where we follow the uptrend above it but we remain
FLAT under. Another very significant level should be 124.900.
Where does the level 123.300 come from?
I have a Planetary Line at 123.300. Not sure it can be reliable, even if I have to
admit we are seeing a down acceleration once Live Cattle moved under it:
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Definitely, this is a level we have to keep monitoring. If we open LONG
positions at lower levels, we can use 123.300 as a possible take-profit area,
where to close part of the position in gain.

Summing up, I have a few time windows where we should buy (if we see a
Low), which are:
• January 7-11 (10-11 my favorite) and January 18-21
And we have several levels to monitor:
• 117.25; 120.000; 123.300; 124.900
I am sorry if the Bulletin seems a bit confusing, but I studied Live Cattle while
I was writing the Update, a kind of live study. I had to look for a possible new
scenario after we saw the breakout under 123.300, taking in consideration new
cycles.

If you have any question, please let me know.

The down acceleration under 123.300 goes on… now at 122.500.
Good Trading!
Best Regards,
I Am in Wall Street Team
Daniele Prandelli
E-mail: info@iaminwallstreet.com
www.iaminwallstreet.com
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High Probability Trading Techniques - S&P500, 30Year T-Bonds, Stocks, Corn,
Soybeans, Wheat, Crude Oil, Gold, Silver, Live Cattle and S&P/ASX 200.
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